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Robin Lasser
Posted on 09 September 2010.

10ten magazine interviews Robin Lasser, an Oakland, CA, USA based artist and Professor of Art at
San Jose State University. Robin has made a mark on the national and international art scene by
challenging the public with large, often interactive, installation pieces.
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courtesy: R. Lasser

Having been a student of Robin while pursuing my degree at San Jose State University, the initial
perception I had of this woman was dominated by the seemingly endless sphere of energy that surrounded
her. Her work, both in terms of her own art and her teaching career, is characterized by a quirky mix of
passion and humor that captivates audiences and pushes them to interact, smile, and question. Today, upon
interviewing Robin and learning more of both her artistic and family life, my initial perception of her as this
‘sphere of energy’ still holds true.

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_lasserIce-Queen-Glacial-Retreat.jpg
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1. When did you make the decision to be an artist? Or, was it a decision at all?

I can remember thinking about this way back when I was 17. I noticed that when I was creating things, time
passed so quickly. It was the only endeavor where I experienced that feeling, so I knew I was on to
something. I did my undergraduate in photography at UCLA and had a very influential instructor, Judith
Golden. That’s when I decided I wanted to create art, and teach for the rest of my life and well, I’m doing
it!

–How about your choice of using photography and installations for your art?

I’ve always had a connection to lenticular devices so to speak, whether they be time based (video) or a
momentary encapsulation (photo). But I’ve never really felt satisfied just doing that. I remember a project I
did when I was about 19 years old. I set up a dinner party in the bottom of an empty swimming pool, it was
performed and built to be photographed. Ever since that time, I’ve worked in this way. (Ed. note:
Lenticular devices are objects that incorporate a lens.)

2. How does your family view your job as an artist?

For me, being able to share some of the process with my family has been rewarding. My son sees me
working many nights on projects and gives me his ‘critique’, which, often is right on! Sometimes he’ll
actually tell me ‘mom, I think you really need to reconsider this aspect’. For me, a big part of my work is
being able to share my love, passion, and how I choose to spend my life. I hope that my son will feel his
own path of interest and be inspired to find a career that is fulfilling, rather than one that provides only
economic security.

–So if your son decides to be an artist?

Oh no, of course not! Then I’ll tell him to go back to law school (laughs). My son is actually interested in
becoming a marine biologist at the moment.

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_lasserportraits100321_196.jpg
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–And your husband?

Jim, traditionally speaking, is more of the ‘domestic’ one in the family. He’s actually cooking me dinner
right now, we smell the onions as we speak. He has had a huge part in the upbringing of Alex, our son and
has been super supportive. As an artist and teacher, I get up early, come home at midnight, and work till
3am. If I didn’t have Jim in the household, there would be no one to look after that other part of our lives. I
suppose another way to put, in terms of family, is that I have a whole lot of people who are willing to put up
with me and provide me with that type of inspiration. Well, and then there’s Gabby, my dog, who comes
around at night and eats all of my bad art! (laughs)

3. Some of the pieces in the “Dress Tent” installation series, which you did with artist Adrienne Pao,
seem very confrontational and imposing to come upon. Is this intentional?

One of the dress tents “Mrs. Homeland Security” plays the part of a seductress, a powerful dominatrix
character. She does this as a way of confronting the viewers wherever she is installed, anywhere from the
U.S. border between California and Mexico, to a public gathering space, to an art museum. She changes her
role a little bit to adapt to these locations, so as she is interacting with people who are just walking by, and
maybe not expecting to be confronted with a piece of living, breathing artwork, it can be a bit scary! She’s
addressing issues of fear and how fear is created, sometimes to control. In that sense there certainly have
been confrontational exchanges with the dress tents and tense moments between the public and the artwork,
but that’s often part of the job.

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_lasserportraits100321_145.jpg
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courtesy: R. Lasser

(laughs) You mean to say you haven’t seen anyone walking around Japan in a 15-foot dress? Honestly, I do
think that we place them in that arena. We think of them as highlighting a fashion of place, considering it a
bit of commentary on the fashion industry. Adrienne and I find the fashion industry to be very interesting
because fashion is so topical, always changing, always ephemeral, always moving on. The one thing we do
critique (winks) about the fashion industry is the notion of how, historically, women are often portrayed in
the media. If you look at the picnic dress tent, it’s the good housewife from the 1950’s in the USA, and
regardless of whether we think it is appropriate or not, this woman was, and still is, only a fantasy. All of
the dress tents play on female myths or fantasies and provide a shelter to contemplate those ideas and the
politics of the place where they are installed.

4. Have there been any negative or, hostile response to these installations?

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_tents1.jpg
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I did a project called “Precious and Precarious”, it was a giant word made of flowers, literally planted into
the landscape in a greenbelt area. The words could be read for miles away. The idea behind it was that
anything, which is precious, is also inevitably in a precarious situation. However, these large words also
happened to be right in people’s backyards so to speak. The local news tasted conflict and ran a televised
news story with reactions from some of the neighbors, who, upon reading this giant word “precarious” were
a little bit upset because they thought it may lower the value of their homes. At the end of the season,
however, when the flowers slowly changed to read “precious” most of them were delighted.

–Still, much of your art also has a ‘humorous’ side

I think when you are working on something you can choose to cry about it or laugh about it. I prefer to
encourage people to laugh about it! My work often comes across as a social or political commentary, but
using humor as a bridge to connect the viewers with the themes that we are investigating.

5. What inspired you to do your latest project, Floating World?

This piece is commissioned by the San Jose Public Arts Program in collaboration with ZER01 Biennial in
San Jose, California (01SJ Biennial). It is created in collaboration with Marguerite Perret, who is the other
lead artist, as well as with partners: Bruce Scherting, James Stone, Anthony Teixeira, Keay Edwards and
Sasha Vermer. So many people are involved. Marguerite and I have been working with the issue of water
for many years, and have been dealing with projects that address the phenomena of our water waste system.
We are very excited to work on site, over the Guadalupe River flood basin, and under a major freeway,
California State Route 87. I thought, wow, this is an incredible location that would allow us to deal with
water systems such as the river, along with the exhaust fumes and noise-pollution overhead and around that
riparian environment. With cars and trucks whizzing overhead, we wanted to tie it in with climate change,
emphasizing that, as the climate changes, our weather patterns change; you get storms with more water
power to them, and therefore a lot of flooding and displacement of people and animals. This location
provides a way to tie all of that together.

courtesy: R. Lasser

–And the birdhouse looking encampments?

In terms of execution, we wanted to deal with the displacement that occurs during weather disasters and the

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/floating_world.jpg
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tent villages that are often set up for disaster relief. Rather than humans, however, we wanted to talk about
birds because, as it turns out, bird diversity is an indication of a healthy watershed. The other interesting
thing about birds, is that some of these little guys, and big ones too, adapt their songs to noise pollution,
changing how they sing in order to be heard by potential mates, and as we know, if their mates can’t hear
them, there’s no good sex going on, and that means no little baby birds flying around! So the bird
populations tend to shrink. There happens to be so much noise pollution in this particular installation area,
both above and around the river, we wanted to do a piece that speaks to a tent city, but that also highlights
displacement with song.

–So they sing to you as well!?

Of course! These encampments, which span 100 feet along the bridge, house little sound systems. As you
walk by, the tents notice you, and they sing or talk to you. So as you’re walking around, you might hear an
interview on climate change that I did with scientist Bill Collins – a co-recipient of the Nobel Peace Price
along with former Vice President, Al Gore – and in the background would be a soundscape we’ve created.
In the next encampment you might hear all the riparian birds within a composition. There are also
microphones that pick up ambient sounds around the encampments so that the birds voices are actually
shifted according to the surroundings, mimicking what is currently happening in nature.

6. Floating World is part of the 01SJ Biennial in San Jose, CA, can you explain a bit about 01SJ?

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_home1.jpg
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The 01SJ Biennial is an international gathering of art and technology, specifically focusing on people’s
ability to build and participate in a desirable future in the face of things like global climate change, this
current economic situation, political instability, cultural divisiveness, and other elements that might seem
like a hindrance to our progress in this area. The whole thing is based on the notion we, as humans, can
dictate what the world is and what it will be. It kind of provides a place for us to come together, to be
inspired, to propose ideas, and then collaborate with each other in order to accomplish something positive.

7. You’re also currently a professor of Art at San Jose State University, do you find teaching as a
completely separate entity from your own artwork, or do things intermix between the two?

I try to combine them, so there really isn’t a division. I consider teaching as part of my art practice, and
often work collaboratively with students so we are actually partnering in the process of creating art. As a
teacher, I also feel that I’m in an eternal state of learning, from students, as well as offering something back.
It becomes part of a cycle. I have very little separation between my art and my life, much to my family’s
annoyance sometimes. (Laughs as her husband is heard agreeing in the background)

8. Do you have a big passion, outside of art?

I love walking. I walk almost every morning at about 6am with my friends, and it’s a great time to talk,
which is my second favorite passion. Everyday we’re guaranteed to communicate with each other about just
about everything, and in movement is when I feel I get my best ideas. It’s about the only time that I have
where I can regularly be social with people outside of the art and teaching environment.

9. At some point in the day, you have to be a businessperson. How does an installation artist make it
work financially?

One reason is that I do have a salary, so I don’t have to think about sales, and how that relates to the work
I’m producing. Also, luckily, lately I’ve been commissioned to do a lot of the work that I do. Because the
projects are fairly large in scale it can become a little costly, and that’s something I don’t think I could do on
my salary. Between grants and commissions, the work is pretty much funded these days, but it obviously
hasn’t always been that way. I spent many years without those things; often all of my salary went to creating
art and not really selling much. Again, I haven’t really ever thought of art as a means to making money
directly. I feel very lucky in that respect. There’s always a kind of value system to what we do, but I place a
value in impermanence, temporary sculptures and pieces, because I think it’s analogous to life. To me, it’s
really important to work in the public space, so although I show in galleries and museums, it’s important for
the work to have a voice where it can be experienced by people who may not necessarily enter a museum of
gallery space.
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10. Are there any tips you might have for aspiring artists who want to make this their “profession” so
to speak?

I hate the word “talent”. I think some people think, “I don’t have any talent, I can’t be a musician or a visual
artist”. I think “tenacity” is a word that is really more important, and if young artists have a passion and
have something to say and to contribute, and they are willing to go the extra mile, to put in the work it
really takes to produce art consistently, then I would encourage that. To me, I have so much respect for
anyone who is willing to put their thoughts and their life out there on the line, for artists who are trying to
make a difference, art for social change. One of my greatest joys in life is to go, look, and see what other
people are doing; it’s a gift to others that I think is incredible

Another thing is that some artists think that they can’t make a difference. A lot of them feel disenfranchised,
that they are only speaking to a choir that is already interested in art. But what I discovered when I was
working on a project called Eating Disorders in a Disordered Culture, (in collaboration with Kathryn
Sylva), when we put up a large billboard, our assembly woman Helen Thompson saw it and contacted us.
We began a relationship and she said that our project was very influential in her decision to add eating
disorders on a mental health bill which was then passed into law. I was very proud to have been a part of a
project that could be influential enough to, perhaps, change legislation, which in the long and short run may
help save people’s lives.

In the end, I think these types of things show that art can make a difference, and it can be a very powerful
tool.

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/robin_lassersub_zero-5949.jpg
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interview: Patrick Lydon
photography: Mary Cheung
translation: Natsuki Yamada, Hideaki Komesu

Robin Lasser’s work is featured as part of the 01SJ Biennial, which takes place over four days, from
September 16-19, 2010. The event brings tens of thousands of visitors, and hundreds of artworks,
performances, events, and artist talks to San Jose’s downtown, the Silicon Valley and the surrounding San
Francisco Bay Area. After the Biennial, the work will continue to be active until the end of November,
2010.

Robin Lasser: http://www.robinlasser.com
01SJ Biennial: http://01sj.org/

Posted in Featured, Visual Arts0 Comments

Haruo Suekichi
Posted on 24 August 2010.

Haruo Suekichi’s watches have an antique yet futuristic look. From October 2009 to
February 2010, he exhibited his watches at the Oxford Steampunk Exhibition as the
only Japanese contributor. Being the leading Japanese Steampunk artist, what does he
think about his work, talent, and career? As we interviewed him he shared with us the
story of how his impressive timepieces came to be and let us get an idea about the man
behind their creation.
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●HARUO SUEKICHI
Born in Aomori prefecture, 1970. After graduating from an industrial high school, he worked at a printing
company, in a wholesale store and then began his career as a watchmaker under the name, “Suekichi Haruo
Ude Dokei (末吉晴男時計).” He doesn’t call himself an artist, but simply a watchmaker. All elements of
his timepieces are made by hand, from the belts and frames, to even the clock hands and dial faces.
Suekichi’s watches, which are “steampunk” in style, have been garnering worldwide attention. From
October 2009 to February 2010, he exhibited his watches at “Steampunk” an exhibition hosted by the
Museum of the History of Science, at the University of Oxford, UK. The steampunk style tries to capture a
feeling of Victorian-era England and futuristic technology. His innovative, yet nostalgic creations can be
found at Chikyu Saibai, in Yoyogi Uehara, Tokyo, as well as, Tabasa and Little Tabasa in Shimokitazawa.
●Official Website: http://www.eager-beavers.net/suekichi/tokei.htm

― How did you become interested in watchmaking in the first place?
I’m an industrial high school graduate and I have always loved making things, but I become a fan of
watches when I was working at a gadget wholesale store. One of the store’s suppliers was a watchmaker
and I used to go and watch him build watches. I wasn’t really taught how to make them, but started learning
by watching and then tinkering around on my own.

― You watch and learn and boom! Became a watchmaker?
Oh, no, no. At first I just copied what they were doing, made very simple watches. I also started trying to

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/3.jpg
http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/exhibits/steampunk/
http://ameblo.jp/studio-tom-s/
http://www.tom-s.co.jp/tabatha.html
http://www.eager-beavers.net/suekichi/tokei.htm
http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0056.jpg
http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/50.jpg
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sell them at flea markets, with no luck, though.

― Your style is known for having ‘gimmicks’ with springs and steampunk designs. How did they
become this way?

It all started when a one-armed man approached me at a flea market. He asked me if I could come up with a
design that he could put on with one hand. That was the first time I used springs and changed the angles of
the watch face. When he put his arm down on the watch it just snapped on–he was really pleased. This
chance meeting really sparked my creativity, and in a lot of ways opened up a new door for me. I began to
think of fun gimmicks, strange and unusual looks, watches that were more than just instruments to tell time.
The more creative I got, the more fun I had making them.

Also the word steampunk – I never even knew that word before some magazine introduced my watches as
one. (laugh) Now I know that brass and leather are important features in the steampunk style, but I had
started using them just because they were the best materials for making watches and were easy to use.

― Really! But even apart from Steampunk, the design and gimmicks are so unique and different.
What inspires you? I’ve heard you liked Galaxy Express 999, the Sci-Fi comic books by Reiji
Matsumoto. Have his comic book images influenced you?

Well, it’s true that I like his work, but a lot of that is due to the fact that they were the only comic books my
father ever bought for me. They must have influenced me somehow, but I am not sure how or where in my
designs. To tell you the truth, it’s not the design aspect that inspires me when I see something. I’d rather go
for fun or funny things and try to express that with watches. Like when something has a funny or interesting
look, I turn it into a watch. Other than that, I think of what kind of fun I can have and I create watches from
my imagination. It’s more like a toy or gadget for me than a real watch.

― I always thought of your work as playful, but they actually are aimed at and based on playing.
What kind of things have you dreamed up and turned into a watch?

For example, I made a watch called “Goki-jet” (a famous cockroach insecticide), and a cockroach toy

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/29.jpg
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jumps out of it. Or my watch that is a toy gun that can be loaded with rubber bands and fired. Recently I’ve
made a watch called “CICADE”, because I had a chance to watch the birth of cicada nymphs, and I found it
both beautiful and interesting. Funnier ones would be my “Haruo’s Moving Hips” (Haruo no Ugoku Koshi),
which I named after Hayao Miyazaki’s famous animation Howl’s Moving Castle (Howl no Ugoku Shiro), or
there is one that holds condoms that I call, “Zetsurin Suekichi”. The funny thing is that this one is being
used in a TV show; a really good looking guy, the romantic lead in a love story is wearing it, and all I can
think is, “When the heck is he gonna use it?”

This  beautiful,  artistic look  on this  watch is  from cicada nymphs.

― Wow! You have quite an imagination…
What can I say? I’m delusional. (laugh) I want my watches to really stand out – in a way that if you wear
one at a bar, people will start talking about it. I want them to be a trigger for communication.

― I see. You make a lot of other toys and gadgets besides watches too, right? Like the frog toys you
make and sell at the frog festival in Nagano every year?

Yes, I make many kinds of toys, games and gadgets. Basically I make whatever I want to play with. I’ve
been out to the frog festival for the last 5 or 6 years and my frogs are becoming more and more popular,
they’re really hard to get now!

― How about when you were young, what type of things did you create?

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/CICADA.jpg
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Now that you’ve asked, I’m remembering that I’ve always been a bit of a tinkerer. In elementary school I
was extraordinarily good at making paper airplanes. You know, the ones that turn the way you want, flip
and dive, make loops. I tried to make planes that could fly differently, and to think about it now, the feeling
of making paper airplanes is very similar to how I feel making watches now.

― So you were a paper airplane genius! Even when you were little, you were very creative, had a
spirit of inquiry, and were crafty.

I guess. But on the other hand, I got bored of building plastic models really quickly; I don’t think I ever
even completed a single one. I used to light the unfinished parts on fire and call them, “bombed combat
vehicles.”

― Again, very out of the box! I think we need to put down “Please don’t try this at home?” (laugh)
But seriously, for me it looks like all of your creativity, imagination, and talent is channeled into your
watchmaking: from the shaping and design of brass and leather to the calligraphy on the faces-to
everything! For you, what’s so special about your watches compared to more conventional ones?

What’s special; meaning how are they different? Hmm… I’d have to say that they are my meal tickets!
(laugh) How can they be a meal ticket? Well, the reason is simple-they can tell time, accurately. Hmm,
maybe I’m not putting it right… well, a watch is like a toy to me, but still a watch is a watch and it needs to
work and be practical, unlike other toys I make. Whenever I make a watch, it carries the responsibility of
ticking the right time and that responsibility is on me. That makes it work for me, not just a fun pastime.

― I think I know what you mean… Watches are the only things that are not toys or gadgets.

Well, to me, they are just toys or gadgets. (laugh)

― Yes, of course for you they are toys! But I think that kind of playful mentality is the essence of
your creativity, it’s something that inevitably draws people’s attention. I mean, when I look at your
watches I don’t just look, I want to know the stories behind every one of them. And, I’ve heard
they’ve been hot news overseas too! How do you feel about that? I hear people from all over the world

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0738.jpg
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come to your shops to buy your watches.

With all the attention, nothing has really changed. I haven’t done anything differently. I just sit in my studio,
making watches all day. Because I’m working away in my studio, I can’t really feel or get the sense that
people outside of Japan are interested in my watches. I rarely meet them. Now, about that Oxford
exhibition… that one really created sort of a buzz back with my family in Aomori. It was more like, “We’ve
all heard of Oxford! So it must be really famous!” you know.

  Suekichi style gadget watch, which can hold  a cracker inside.

― You mean the one that was held from last October to February this year? That really was
something, though. I heard it was quite a success.

See, I don’t really know that either. Heard that my father was bragging a little bit though. (laugh)

― He should! It was really big! I also hear that there are people from all over the world, wondering if
you are ever going to sell your watches outside of Japan?

I would like to! I mean, I just don’t know how to. As you know, I am a very domestic sort of person and
this morning I noticed that my passport had expired. (laugh)

― I like that you are so relaxed. Well, if not selling them overseas, what are your plans with your
watches? Do you have some kind of goal?

The plan is not to have a plan. I’d rather focus on what I want to make now, and follow my heart.

― That sounds very natural, very much like you. Ok, the last question. Tell us 10 things about
watches in general or the making of watches.

http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0176_modified.jpg
http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0169_modified.jpg
http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0170_modified.jpg
http://10tenmag.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/DSC_0110.jpg
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10! Wow, you really want to give me a hard time at the end, don’t you? (laugh)

Won’t be very organized, but let’s see… Well, as for watches, excuse myself for telling you this but 1) they
bug me by telling the time, 2) they are something we can live without if we want to… but 3) they come in
very handy when making cup-noodles!

Ok, to go on… 4) a watch is something that keeps reminding me that I have such little time for anything.
Yet 5), making them or looking at them is a nice way of spending time, 6) something that is so rarely fair to
everything, I mean, all those high fashion brand watches and my gadget watches have the EXACT same
ability in terms of telling time. 7) Simply, they are my meal ticket, 8 ) are communication tools, 9) and my
watches should be funny and make people laugh or smile.

And the last one is the most important: 10) making watches gives me the chance to think and learn about a
wide range of things and this gives me wisdom. Like, I simulate how one person wears my watch and
moves with it, so I think about human body: bones and arm muscles, movements of joints. I also imagine
situations like “what kind of role should this watch play if a guy wearing it is on a date?” and I think about
the philosophy of love and dating. Making watches lets me dream and imagine things I wouldn’t normally
get to think about.

― Wow! The last one is fantastic! For a second, I have to admit, I wondered if it was going
anywhere… (laugh) but it did! And it’s the perfect close of this interview! Thank you very much for
today, Mr. Suekichi!

Thank you, too. Well, I hope the last 10 answers are usable in this article! (laugh)

* His side project of frog toys are going to be available at the Art Market of Sancha de Daidogei (三茶de
大道芸) on October 16th-17th.　Also at Wonder Festival in February and July 2011.

* Another interview with Haruo Suekichi can be found online at CrunchGear,
TechCrunch, and TechCrunch Japan.

Interview & Writing: Natsuki Yamada
Photography: Ikumi Mochida
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futte ― Fuyumi Seto
Posted on 23 July 2010.

Based in Yokohama, futte works as a graphic designer, illustrator, and design school
instructor. After 10 years of working for a Tokyo-based publisher, she decided to
start her own firm in order to create designs and illustrations that better reflected her
own aesthetic. What was her turning point and how did she manage to find her own
style after a long period of designing for a commercial, urban-oriented magazine?

■  futte ― Fuyumi Seto 
Born in Yokohama, 1977. Worked in a publishing house as a graphic designer for 10 years before going
freelance. Her expertise  mainly lies in the design of books, magazines and materials for women. Her most
recent work is Kawaii Shashin no Torikata Techo (Notes for Taking Pretty Pictures) by Mainichi
Communications. She also produces postcards in collaboration with furniture maker Kamakura Waraku
Kagu, and teaches at a design school.
●Official Website: http://futte.petit.cc ●Twitter: http://twitter.com/futtefutte

― I’d like you to tell us a little bit about your background. When and why did you become a
designer?

There actually wasn’t really  a “when or how”, that got me interested in doing what I do now. I’ve loved to
draw since I was a child, and liked Arts and Crafts classes in school. Somehow it feels like it was destined,
or something like that. I evolved into what I am now; it was a natural process. One thing that may have been
an early and important inspiration was a Mark Rothko exhibition I saw as a high school sophomore. The
color, the beauty! His works kind of spoke to me to go in the direction of art or design.
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― The word “naturally” sounds very suitable for you. Your work has an atmosphere of nature, or
‘being natural’ that surrounds it. What do you think about while you are designing?

I try not to think. As you said, being natural is the theme of my work. It might sound funny, but when I
draw an illustration of flowers, there’s like this voice in my head telling me “they are flowers, they need
water” and then I add rain, then sun and it goes on like that. The whole thing comes together as I draw. I
don’t listen to music but just sit in the silence or sometimes on the beach, hearing the sound around me and
drawing from that.

― So your artwork speaks to you?

Yes, it’s kind of like that! Like this drawing here. (on the left) Water, sun, moon, and all kinds of plants,
and a bird… They all reflect the cycles of nature.

― That’s fascinating. When I was working with you a few years ago, I remember you being more of
the “hard-working Tokyo girl in the magazine business”, your “natural side” wasn’t something you
showed. You still do magazine work, so I’m wondering if you have a different technique or state of
mind that you use when you work with these sorts of clients?
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When I do designs for magazines, I actually picture the faces of editors I work with, like I want to make
them happy with my design. So, yes, I think it’s different from my own artwork which I pretty much sink
into my own self.  For magazines or books, communication is a lot more important, it’s more external. I also
listen to music, too.

― Hmm, so both kinds of projects are your own artwork, but there’s a division you make, that’s
interesting. What made you quit your job at the publisher and go freelance?

Well, after deciding to work for myself I discovered that I work best in a less directed, more free-flowing
way. While I was working for the publisher, I didn’t know that. When I was 28, an art director said
something that sort of jolted me awake.  He said, “Your design is very pretty and everything, but the only
spirit it has is one that is computer generated.”

― That just gave me goose bumps! Must have shocked you quite a bit…

Yes, it surely shook my world. But it didn’t get me down as much as I thought it would. More than
anything, it woke me up in a good way. I had totally forgotten why I chose to do what I do. I used to like to
do my “own” artwork but at that time I was just making things that the magazine wanted, and they were all
urban, slick, commercial things, far away from the natural world. I also lived the typical Tokyo lifestyle,
you know, no time to sit in the sun and get tanned like I am right now. (laughs) I mean, I did learn a lot
from the publisher, and it was a really good experience but yes, it was quite shocking.

― It’s hard for me to believe that you used to be like that. I think when I met you, you were already
in a phase of transitioning a bit…    Is this when you started to gradually seek your own style and also
think about becoming a freelance designer?

I think so. At first, I just started drawing again for myself. Then I got involved with different kinds of
events, and met lots of creative people who did things in their own way and looked so happy. I did a lot of
different things at that time. And as time went on, I started asking myself, “Do I want to live as a corporate
designer for the rest of my life?”  It didn’t feel right.

― That’s what people call a “turning point,” isn’t it?

Exactly. And what’s funny is that when I started acting on what I wanted to do, design offers started coming
in from outside of the publisher.

― While you were still working for that publisher?
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Yes. It kind of evolved in an organic way like that, and then the next thing I knew, I was on my own as
futte. The process moved so smoothly that I almost feel as if it were all destined to turn out this way.

― Like you said at the very beginning! So you started to work for yourself and your style started to
change into what it is now?

I guess so. From somewhere or nowhere people heard that I had quit the publishing house and they came to
me, and my network just spread out. They gave me chances to actually design or create things from scratch;
so the corporate color gradually faded out and my own color (or style) became more distinguishable. I am
very thankful for all these people and their word-of-mouth network!

― So what’s the best thing about working as a designer now?

That is of course when I create something I love! If it’s for books or magazines I just call my editors and
report to them immediately after I’ve finished something they’ve commissioned with, “I want you to see
this! It’s so lovely!”(laughs)

  From left: textile with  the motif of mouth  cracker, illustration of
“Natural Love & PEACE”, engraved textile of Japanese pattern.

― That’s cute! What fun! But I’d think there must be tough times, as well. How do you self-manage
the stress and everything?

I think sleep is the best medicine. When I’m stressed, I go to sleep! (laughs) But seriously, there are
definitely times when I’m under a lot of pressure but I don’t usually talk to people much about it. When
you’re down, you’re down. But you get over it eventually, right? So when I get to this point where I’m
down too deep, I just go to sleep. Next morning, all the weight is off my shoulders!
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― I love the way you are so relaxed. (laughs) Okay, so it’s your 4th year as futte, what are your plans
with it?

Just like you’ve mentioned, I’m a very relaxed person and I’m that way about future, too. I would like to
continue to design in my way, but I don’t want to be too eager, or too forward. My work name futte comes
from German word hutte which means a house in the woods or mountains. That’s the image of my work, or
a whole lifestyle: live in a house in nature, meditate, and do my work. So Hutte with my name Fuyumi, I
came up with futte. It’s not only work but it’s the lifestyle with my work that I’m trying to achieve.

― Well, you live by the beach in Yokohama, and you said you sometimes draw on the beach, as well.
Isn’t that pretty much what you just described as your goal?

Ah, you’re right! (laughs) It means that I kind of like my life now.

― Now I’m simply jealous! (laughs) Okay, so for the last question, could you tell us 10 words/lines
that you love or think are influential to you?

Ok, they won’t be words but more like lines, some of them are really simple:
1) You open the doors for your own happiness
2) Sad experiences make you sweeter
3) Thank you
4) With 2 people together, everything is sunnier and happier
5) Feelings of joy and pain are two sides of the same coin
6) With a sky so big and so warm, I feel safe in its folds
7) I always want to be inspired by the scent of the season
8 ) Everything is gonna be alright!
9) Remember every bit of your life
10) Enjoy

These are all lines from songs or the words someone had said to me, and they are in my heart, inspiring me
when I design or illustrate.

― Thank you very much! And I wish for you that all your hutte dreams come true!
Thank you too!

** Futte did the design work for the book “Postpartum Beauty (by wani books)” and a
publishing event will be held on September 4th, from 6pm at YAFFA ORGANIC CAFE, Shibuya.

Interview, Writing and Photography: Natsuki Yamada
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Yoshio Nakamura
Posted on 10 July 2010.

■Nakamura Yoshio
Lighting Designer. Was born in 1974 in　Yamanashi Prefecture.
After graduating from high school, Yoshio began his career
as a lighting designer for the Tokyo Butai Shoumei Group.
He has participated in lighting design for acts such as
Chage and Aska, Dreams Come True, Porno Graffiti, and Mr. Children.
He has acted as the main lighting designer for One Ok Rock,
and for the musicals Prince of Tennis – Dream Live, Ramune, and Evil Dead: The Musical.

 

There were times when I left home and rebelled against my dad, but for whatever reason, I’m in that
field now.
I design the lighting for concerts and stage events.

 

― First of all, can you tell us briefly aboutyourself?
I design the lighting for concerts and stage events (such as plays and musicals).

― What do you mean by lighting design?
To explain it briefly, it means to draw a picture using light.
Lighting design visually decorates the stage. If it’s a concert, the music is certainly important, but the larger
the event gets, the more indispensable lighting design becomes.

― What drew you to lighting design?
It’s pretty simple: My dad had a job as a sound engineer and, as a kid, I helped him out at company events
and the local bon-odori dances. At these events, while most other children focused on enjoying themselves,
my only thought was that my dad was awesome.

However, when it came time for me to choose an occupation, my reasoning was that if I chose the same job
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as my dad, I wouldn’t be able to surpass him. I wanted to surpass my dad in a similar field, however, and
after much soul-searching, I chose lighting.

― At what age did you decide you wanted to do asimilar job to your father’s?
When I was still in primary school. I briefly mentioned this earlier, but at primary school when everyone
else were out playing – for example, on weekends – I was mostly helping my dad out with his work.

You could say that I was made to work (laughs). Conversely, it might mean that I wasn’t that comfortable
with other, more childish things. While all the other kids were playing, I was always in the adult world and
didn’t pay attention to anything else. I guess it gradually became my world, too. Also, my dad’s job was sort
of the family business and I did have thoughts of taking it over from him.

― However, you didn’t always want to do that?
A lot happened between then and now, of course. There were times when I left home and rebelled against
my dad, but for whatever reason, I’m in that field now.

― ‘Whatever reason’? Can you explain?
I guess turned out to be something I’m suited to after all.

― In other words, you find it enjoyable.
What I thought as a child was that the feeling of accomplishment you get after finishing a job is totally
different from any feeling you can get from playing around.

The experiences I had in primary, middle school, and high school were completely different from my peers’
and because I had these experiences as a child, I was naturally aware of what it meant to have a job.
Basically, I was raised to believe that if I wanted something, I should earn the money and buy it myself.
From middle school onwards, I worked as a paper boy.

It’s not that I wasn’t taught to enjoy things other than money; I’m glad when the audience enjoys
themselves. That feeling of accomplishment – shifting gears a bit – you know, it’s like a beer after a bath?
That refreshing taste, the sense of knowing that “Yeah, that was good.”

What I remember even now from childhood is that when a job finished, it was quite late. It meant that I
often returned home late with my dad, and in the car, during those late nights, I really liked that sense of
achievement. You’ve been designing lighting in order to feel a sense of achievement.
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― What can you tell us about the difficulties or interesting parts of setting up lighting? 
There’s no simple answer. It might be different for everyone.

Since this is a job where you can inject a lot of individuality, there are probably some leaders in the field
who have been doing the job for twenty or thirty years and can’t answer that. There’s fun in seeking out
new approaches; there’s also the fun of doing something that other people can’t do.

The audience means pretty much everything in our profession, and the answers for what we’re doing lie
with the audience. Of course, our actual employers are other people entirely, but the ones paying money and
buying tickets are our customers, and the most important thing for us is to let the audience enjoy
themselves.

That said, in terms of the lighting color spectrum, there’s a lot of gratification to be had in creating your
own space with color. You can look at a particular instant and think that this is a world that you’ve created.

That ability is really difficult to attain, and while you do have to create something for the audience, there are
times when you’re just putting on your own show.

― In other words, you’re in the same boat as an artist?
I think so. For example, since people react differently -even to serious scenes – I try to satisfy myself and
try to convey my feelings to the audience through the lighting.

If they can cry or smile, that’s when I’ve found what I’ve been striving to achieve. As a professional and as
an individual, that sensation is a lot of fun, but getting there can be difficult.

― What’s the most important thing you have to keep in mind when doing that kind of lighting?
The audience’s eyes. They’re looking at something they don’t normally see. In my field, the things you see
are the basis for the work we do. Because the audience is watching. We’re creating something to be seen, so
everything starts from there. So among all those things, the real essence is sunlight because that’s something
we’ve all experienced. However, even the perception of the sun is something that can differ from person to
person.

For example, during primary school, sunset was when I often played soccer; in particular, summer sunsets
are a great time for me. However, there are people who feel sad at sunset. That means that they may feel sad
if I recreate the light of a sunset. Being aware of how the audience will react is certainly a challenging
aspect of my work.

― What factors make an audience think of a show’s lighting as “good”?
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Whether the audience was individually able to feel if the lighting was fulfilling or not. For example, the
audience shouldn’t think “Why is it like this now?”, but rather they should think that the scenes just flow
naturally.

The most important thing of all is to let them feel that they have been drawn into the show as a matter of
course. That is, just how much were they able to participate in the show they came to see?

It’s good if, as they step outside the theater or hall and return to reality, they are able to think to themselves
that they had a good time. Of course, the lighting isn’t everything.

― Let me change the subject and ask you a question: Of all the acts you’ve seen, in terms of lighting,
which are the ones that have had an impact on you? 
Yeah, that’s a bit of a hard one (laughs). If I were to pick a concert, it would be Pink Floyd. I can’t
remember which one, but when I saw it, I was pretty young, at my friend’s place, and I couldn’t stop saying
how cool it was. Just going by the lighting, that’s my number one inspiration.

If I were to choose something based on the whole act, I would say Ka by Cirque du Soleil. I saw this live in
Las Vegas. When I saw Pink Floyd, I was still a novice and was just simply amazed by it, but I was able to
become part of the audience when I saw Ka. I wasn’t able to analyze whether it was good or bad.

When I start thinking analytically like that, I instantly return to reality, so to be able to become part of the
audience was a dream come true, and shows the true power of the stage. While I certainly paid money for
my ticket, I felt as though I received more that I had paid for. I’d like to do a great job like that.

― In line with that, do you have a show that you would like to do someday?
I’d really like to do Ka. Well, at least, I’d be gratified to produce something that’s as good as Ka. I’d like to
create a show that can measure up to the same standards, and I’d like to work with some colleagues to
create it.
I’d also like to work with an up-and-coming young artist.

― Switching the subject from lighting, is there anything else you’ve been into recently? 
I’ve always been into computers. I really like all types of machines. I built stuff like radios as a kid. Ah,
speaking of the past, I remember something I was into… Kaki-peanuts.

― Kaki-peanuts?
Yep. If you go to Don Quijote, they sell them in bags of 10, and I used to eat them night after night.

― What was it about kaki-peanuts that you liked so much?
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What was it…? Hmm. Since I’m basically nocturnal, I ate kaki-peanuts when I got hungry. After 6 months
of that, I put on a lot of weight. About 10 kilos (laughs). That’s when I stopped.

― After you stopped, did your weight go back to normal?
It didn’t (laughs).

― Well, that’s fate for you. You were destined to put on weight with kaki-peanuts. (burst of laughter)

― Finally, speaking of lighting again: If you were a color, what color would you be? 
Red.

― And the reason behind that is?
I’m a passionate guy. It’s also my favorite color, my lucky color, and the color I’m the most particular about
when I’m working.

― Thank you very much. Let us know if you have any upcoming events.
I’m participating in Chemistry’s national tour starting from March 2010. Come and check it out!

Interviewer： SONG Wonsup
Wonsup Song was born in 1973 in Seoul.

He studied business in Korea, but after working at an advertising agency,
he came to Japan to produce movies.

Since then, he has been based in Japan and worked on
stage production for operas and musicals

before switching tracks to the translation of Western and Korean films.
In 2007, Wonsup published a poetry and photography collection entitled

“silent flower” to critical acclaim.
Currently, he serves on the board of Center Village,

a production company that specializes in musicals and classical concerts.
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